The genetic architectures of Nod factors and Nod-factor-receptor genes both appear to favour 121 rapid diversification. Known Nod-factor receptor genes are found in tandem arrays, and this 122 might allow rapid evolution of these genes via recombination (Parniske and Downie 2003) . 123 Similarly, the diversity of nod genes allows rhizobia to add multiple and different decorations 124 to the LCO backbone and to simultaneously produce multiple different Nod factor molecules 125 (Miller and Oldroyd 2011) .
During the evolution of Nod factor, we assume that the host plant also had ancestral and against pathogenicity. The usefulness of passwords is that they can truthfully signal that 145 a bacterial lineage shares a co-evolutionary history with a host lineage, and if that history is 146 mutualistic, then the plant is selected to engage in symbiosis with bearers of the password. 147 Thus, passwords signal a particular evolutionary history (an 'identity'), and since that history 148 is written into the bacterial symbiont's genome, the genome enforces a particular behaviour. players and thus need to recognize individuals in order to apply the correct history to each 155 player, but with passwords, it is possible for a member of a host lineage to recognize a 156 member of a specific symbiont lineage, even if that pair of individuals has never met.) 157 For a password to be a reliable signal of identity, the password needs to be complex. are no a* bacteria in the population, due to our assumption of no double mutations.
264
In the simplest scenario, if we assume that there is no juvenile selection during the dispersal 265 stage and that the (rare) mutant a and abc symbionts find their partners with no loss of 266 fecundity, it is trivial to show that simple and complex passwords (a and abc) have the same 267 fitness, which is greater than that of ab and ab*, and that a and abc will have the same 268 frequencies (0.5) at equilibrium, driving ab and ab* to extinction.
269
Of course, in a general scenario, there can be selection during dispersal, and rare types will be interfere with the interaction of those molecules.
354
We thus look for evidence that the Nod-factor receptor complex is composed of multiple 355 molecules that need to interact with each other in order to trigger a proper signalling cascade.
356
As it happens, there is considerable empirical support for this model (Oldroyd 2013 In short, we argue that password signalling allows hosts to engage in successful Partner and A adults will then favour ABC, and thus, complex rhizobial passwords (abc) will also be 472 favoured, and the system will evolve toward complex signals of identity. After enough 473 rounds, Nod factor will have evolved to a high enough degree of complexity that it will be 474 essentially impossible for a bacterium to evolve a working Nod factor de novo. 475 We also recall our first, and simpler, scenario for the evolution of complex signalling 476 passwords, which relies on the possibility that simple Nod factors can evolve de novo in non-477 mutualistic bacteria (a * ). In this situation, bacteria that evolve more complex passwords (abc) 478 are favoured over those that evolve simpler passwords (a), as the former will find themselves 479 in parasite-free hostplants, at least until abc bacteria evolve parasitic behaviour abc*. This 480 scenario also relies on soft selection, in that many ABC juvenile plants will die before finding 481 a suitable abc partner, but as long as there are lots of ABC juveniles, some will be successful, 482 and these will form the next generation.
483
Limits to complexity in passwords 484 In either scenario, we expect a natural upper limit to the complexity of passwords because We assume that alleles A and ABC can mutate to each other with the same probability µ P and 652 that each can mutate to dysfunctional alleles (respectively A* and ABC*) with probability µ S . 653 We assume that all alleles have the same total mutation rate, hence A* and ABC* have other 654 mutants (A 0 and ABC 0 ) with frequency µ P that have zero fitness --see Table A1 .
655
The recurrence equations for this system are:
where T is a normalizing factor obtained by summing the right-hand side of the four above 662 equations; a P , b P , c P , d P are normalizing factors of the offspring frequencies (see Table 1 The effect of soft selection on offspring frequencies is that frequencies are normalized 673 (because we are assuming no loss of viability) after juvenile selection by dividing them by 674 the total frequencies of the surviving offspring (a P , b P , c P , d P as appropriate, see Table 1 ).
675
Individuals with these normalized frequencies go on to the adult phase, where another round 676 of (hard) selection occurs. Selection in the juvenile phase has no effect on fecundity if z i <1-f. We assume that alleles a and abc can mutate to ab only among the alleles that can enter 697 plants but that the total mutation rate is the same for all alleles. Hence, a and abc also have 698 other mutants with frequency µ P that produce either a password that has no match in the plant 699 population or a defective bacterium (and therefore zero fitness) -see Table A2 . 
